GT-SUITE Introduction

GT-SUITE is an industry-leading simulation tool with capabilities and libraries aimed at a wide variety of applications and industries. It offers engineers functionalities ranging from fast concept design to detailed system or sub-system/component analyses, design optimization, and root cause investigation.

GT-SUITE applications:

For our continuously growing activities in our European headquarters in Stuttgart we are looking for:

**Working Students**

**Your Assignment**

Work on method, model or software development projects

Support team in

- testing new software version, components and help with release related activities
- daily task by performing (literature) research on methods, technologies, trends, competitors and others
- training and marketing activities, creating materials and taking on organizational tasks

**Education and Experience**

Capable to communicate in spoken and written English and/or German.

Currently enrolled at a university in the area of engineering, natural science or computer science

Knowledge in:

- the areas of our typical applications
- common programming languages like Python, C, MATLAB or similar
- 1-D system simulation, CAD software or similar

Please apply directly via our website using the following link: